
Slim swivel feet 
allow units to be 
paired at angles.

Double-sided graphic 
cover contours 
to the frame for a 
form-fitted look.

Compatible displays 
can be hinged 
together using the 
EuroFit Connector.

Personalize your 
display by adding 
accessories (sold 
separately).

Tubular 
aluminum frame 
is lightweight 
and stable.

EUROFIT 
MODULAR DISPLAYS

VERSATILE. MODULAR. CONNECTED.

Visit showdowndisplays.com for more information.
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InfinityEvolution 
Incline** Evolution 

Apparel Incline**
Evolution One-
Shelf Incline**

Evolution Two-
Shelf Incline**

Walls*

Extend an otherwise flat display 
into the third dimension.

Add some character to any backdrop by mixing 
and matching various shapes and sizes.

Push-button 
connectors make 

setup a snap.

Labeled joints take 
the guesswork out 

of assembly.

US Patent #9637963 



*Multiple sizes and/or styles available; see website or 2020 Product Guide for details. 
**EuroFit Evolution is not compatible with EuroFit connect or other EuroFit accessories.

Gateway Triumph with RunnerChaletVortex* Arch*Arch Plus*

Create a portable showroom 
that's fast and easy to set up.

Printed on both 
sides for double 

the visibility.

Graphic covers 
easily slide 
on and off.

Create a stunning space to draw attention 
to you promotional products.



Motorized Spinner Base

For 2' or 3' walls.

Wheeled Feet

Attaches to the 
top of 90"H 
EuroFit Straight 
Walls using the 
built-in clamps.

Black shelf 
wraps around 
the edge of 
the display.

Same 
push-button 
assembly as 
EuroFit Walls.

Mounting bracket 
is designed to hold 
monitors up to 23" 
in size (monitor 
not included).

Unique clamp 
system attaches 
to the sides of 
EuroFit displays.

MDF shelves 
give you space 
to display 
merchandise.

Lit HolderWall Shelves Cascade Hanger Merchandiser Two-Shelf Merchandiser Three-Shelf Merchandiser 

Shown on 90"H EuroFit Straight Walls (sold separately)

Tagalongs
5'

3'

Overlap

Light Clamp
with Ultimate 
LED Light Kit 

(sold separately)

Easily move 
your display.


